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ABSTRACT

Tritium exposure to personnel handling tritium compounds in

glove boxes can be significantly reduced by the wearing of surgeon!s

gloves while working in the dry.box gloves. To investigate this reduc -

tion quantitatively and to determine c rite ria for the frequency of glove

change, mathematical analyses of the diffusion of HTO through dry-box

rubber gloves with and without surgeon’s gloves are made. The rela-

tive amounts of HTO absorbed by the worker as a function of time in

the two cases are then compared, For tritium concentrations of one

curie per cubic meter in the glove-box atmosphere, a change of surgeon’s

gloves every 15 to 20 minutes is recommended as a safe working pro-

cedure.
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It is generally recognized that the primary radiation hazard to

personnel handling tritium compounds in glove boxes is from the

tritium (generally in the form of HTO) which diffuses through the

rubber gloves of the glove box. Since this tritium is readily absorbed

by the skin, the workerls arms are generally protected by heavy sleeves,

and the hands, which

by surgeon’s gloves.

are in more intimate contact, are best protected

To obtain quantitative information of both the value of the surgeon’s

gloves and the effectiveness of frequently changing such gloves, the

rate of diffusion of HTO through both sets of gloves as a function of

time was calculated. In solving this problem the following assumptions

were made:

1. Both the permanent and the surgeonts gloves have the same

diffusion constant D.

2. This diffusion constant D is, to a first approximation, inde.

pendent of both the

ture of the gloves.

concentration of HTO in the rubber and the tempera-

3. The glove material is considered to be planar.
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4. The dry-box is an infinite source of HTO at a fixed concentra.

tion, and the worker is an infinite sink for HTO.

Initially the permanent gloves are assumed to be in a steady-state

condition with a constant concentration gradient throughout; the surgeon!s

gloves are of course initially at zero HTO concentration throughout. At

t = O, therefore, the concentration as a function of distance is as follows

(Fig. 1):

*c(x, t=o) 1 I

I I

cc

o
d

=0

d = thickness of the permanent glove
h = thickness of the surgeon’s glove

Fig. 1 Initial T ritium Distribution

At t = 00 we again obtain a steady-state situation (Fig. 2), but

c

d

Fig. 2 Steady-State T ritium Distribution
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with the concentration gradient in the interval O to d reduced somewhat

due to the increased effective thickness of the rubber. We always as-

sume the boundary conditions, C(O, t) = Coand C(d+h, t) = O.

With the addition of tritium-f ree surgeon!s gloves at t = O, ours

becomes a non-steady-state diffusion problem. Accordingly we solve

Fickls Law, which for constant D is

aqx, t) =
at

subject to the boundary conditions

(( co - Cox
‘a- )

C(x, o) = 1
C(d+h, t) = O;

o

C(o, t) = co.

We solve the problem by a method analogous to that found in Carslaw

and Jaeger(1) by letting

C(x, t) = cl(x) + Cz(%t) , “

where C 1 and C z satisfy

Id2 c1
,3 = o ( O =x ~d + h) (steady-state case)

Icl(o) = c 0; Cl(d+h) = O for all t

(
acz(x, t) =

at
D -~. (1)

[

Cz(o, t) = C2(d+h, t) = O (2)

C2(X,0) = f. (x) - cl(x) ● (3)

The latter equation assures that C( x, O) = Cl (x) + C2( x, O ) = fo(x).
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The solution for Cl(x) is readily obtained by double integration

giving

cl(x) = co (1-ddth) ,

which is our steady-state solution at t= _ .

To solve for C2(X, t) we let CZ(X, t) = X(x) T(t). Dividing equation

(1) by X(x)T(t) we get

11 aT(t)
75 ~) at =&l * = -.29

where a’ is a constant

x only and the other of

since one side of the equation is a function of

t only. The solutions are

X(x) = sin ax

2
T(t) = e-a n

Any sum of solutions is also a solution ; and by the boundary conditions

nfi
on C2(X, t), equation ( 2), we have that a =—

d+h
, n= 1 ,2,3,.”.. for the

n

permissible values of a. Thus

00
C2(X, t) = X(x)T(t) = Z bn sin anxe

-@n2 Dt

n. 1

()

-n2fi2Dt

=3 bn sin ~ e ~ .
n= 1

[

-
But C2(X, O) = fo(x) - Cl(x) 1 ()=Zbn sin ~~hx ;

1

or, using the o rthogonality of sine functions over a periodic interval,
d+h

2
bn = d~h J[

fo(x ‘) -
Cl(x’)lsin(+ “ -
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Therefore, our general solution for C(x , t) is

C(X9t) = cAw’&nfJx’) -Cl(x’)lsin-lo

or after explicit evaluation of the integrals to find the bn,

C(x, t) =

(co 1-
x ) 1 =zsin(=)sin(=)(ee

2Co(d+h) ~ 1—-
d+h n~d

Knowing C(x, t) we now find the total amount Q(t) of HTO which has

diffused through the gloves by integrating the instantaneous expression

dQ(t) = -D a C(x, t)
ZE-- ?3’ J or

t

JQ(t) = -D
ac(x, t’)

3x 1
dt’ ,

X– d+h

where we evaluate b C/b x at the outer surface of the surgeon’s glove.

After differentiation and integration, one obtains for the amount diffused

In the above, with h=o (no surgeon’s gloves), the series disappears

(since sin nn=o) leaving Q(t) = CoDt/d, the steady-state situation. Fur-

dQ Co D
thermore, for t= =the series becomes a constant such that d~ = —

d-t-h =

-,D ac ac co
~ ‘r ~ j=~~h’

as expected.
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In applying the results of this computation to glove box usage, it is

as sum ed that s le eves and attendant ventilation are completely effective

in preventing tritium exposure to the upper arms. It may be that this

assumption is sufficiently wrong to suggest the discarding of this common

practice in favor of the wearing of arm-length (obstetrician’s) gloves.

The percentage of HTO diffusing through both pair of gloves relative

to that with no surgeonts gloves is shown in Fig. 3. The graph is plotted

for d = O. 064cm, h . 0. 020cm, D = 5 x 10-8 Cm2/Sec. We obtained the

value for D from the permeability and volubility of H O in the gloves
(2)

2

and Henry!s Law. One has from Fick’s Law that the permeability P is

AC
given byP= D~. But C = kp ,

H20 in rubber and p is the partial

where k is the volubility constant of

pressure of H20. One has the refore

The values (NTP) P = 1 x 10
-6

cm3/sec/cm2/mm thickness and k =

150cm3/cm3 rubber/atm. pressure were assumed. It should be noted

that the selection of these particular values was rather arbitrary in

that the value of P, which varies widely for various rubbers, was a

typical value found by Barrer
(2)

and others(’). Unfortunately, the

volubility constant k has received little attention, particularly at low

humidities. In this case, the value selected was based on the low

(4)
pressure data of Lowry and Kohman .
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It is worth mentioning that since D and t

IX in the diffusion equations, an error in D

appear only as the product

by a given factor will change

the

the

the

time scale on the graph by the inverse factor; the general shape of

curve, however, will not change. Thus, when D is better known,

time scale can be adjusted accordingly. Also note that the curve is

asymptotic to 76.27’0 rather than 100% since even after steady-state

d
conditions occur, the concentration gradient is reduced to —of its

d+h

value by using surgeon’s gloves.

From the graph, one can choose a reasonable time interval between

glove changes.

3
cm3 HTO/cm

cubic meter in

For this purpose, C
-5

0 was assumed to be 7.6 x 10

rubber (corresponding to a concentration of 1 curie per

the dry-box gas), and the area was assu.rned to be that

2
of the area of the surgeon’s gloves, or 1500cm . Thus, for an 8 hour

day, the quantity of tritiurn diffusing out of this area of the dry-box

gloves is:

coDt
Q(t) = d

= (7.6 X 10-5) (5 X 10-8) (28,800)
O. 064

=I.7X1O
-6

cm3 HTO/ cm2 glove,

-3
or (1.7x 10-6) (1500) = 2.56 x 10 cm3 HTO/pair of

= (2. 56 x 10-3) (1. 3 curies/cm3 HTO)

gloves

= O. 0033 curies/day per pair of gloves.
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This quantity can then be compared with the allowable working day

intake of tritium of O. 08 millicuries, The latter is based on a maxirrm.rn

permissible body burden of 1 millicurie
(5)

and a biological half-life of

12 days ‘6). Since the allowable intake is a factor of 50 lower than the

quantity of tritium diffusing through the dry-box gloves, the surgeonts

gloves should be changed every 20 minutes or so.

Admittedly of incidental interest, we can investigate the feasibility

of airing out these contaminated surgeon’s gloves for subsequent reuse.

We follow a procedure by Barrer
(7)

who estimated the diffusion constant

from the efflux of gases

stant D, we can find the

HTO to diffuse from the

from a metal plate. Knowing the diffusion con-

time needed for a certain fraction of the initial

(7)
glove. Using the relation

()~hz Q. 2

t ‘256D ~

we find that the times needed for 50Y0, 90~0, and 99~0 of the HTO to

diffuse out from the gloves are 6.7 min. , 3 hours, and 300 hours, re -

spectively. This indicates that it is not feasible to air the surgeon~s

gloves in hopes of subsequent reuse if we want only a negligible fraction

of the initial HTO concentration left.

An additional calculation was made to learn the time in which new

dry-box gloves reach steady-state conditions after replacement. The

result was that the rate of tritium permeation reaches 90~0 of that of

the steady-state situation within 5 hours after replacement.
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In summary we see that the use of surgeon’s gloves greatly re-

duces the HTO radiation hazard to the worker. For values of t up to

about ~ hour in Fig. 3 the relative dose of HTO varies essentially with

the square of the time. Accordingly if the HTO concentration in the

dry-box system is reduced by a factor of 4, then for the same radiation

dose one needs to change surgeonfs gloves only half as often, i. e. ,

every 40 minutes or so, and vice versa. The identical relationship

holds if one works in the dry-box system for only 2 hours per day in-

stead of 8 hours. Thus exposure time and the dry-box HTO concentra-

tion are important parameters in choosing a safe working procedure.

12
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